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Background When you use Leica iCON telematics it is possible to log the machine's
position and visualize this on a map. You can add your own layers that
make it clearer where the machine is located. This document explains how
to add these layers to the iCON telematics map.

Convert files from

AutoCAD® format to 
ESRI Shape format

The following instructions describe how to convert AutoCAD files to ESRI
Shape format for further use in iCON telematics software.

In iCON telematics you can use lines, polygons and points in ESRI Shape
format. 

The process:
AutoCAD format -> .geo format -> .geo format (Transformed to World
Mercator) -> .shp format

The conversion is done in the following steps:
1. Convert the AutoCAD file (dwg, dxf) to iCON office format (geo).
2. Change the coordinate systems: Transform coordinate files in geo

format from local to World Mercator projection.
3. Convert the World Mercator projected coordinate files to ESRI Shape

format (shp).
4. Check the appearance of the transformed ESRI Shape files.
5. Import ESRI Shape files to iCON telematics
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Convert the AutoCAD file
to iCON office format
(geo)

Open an AutoCAD® file (dwg, dxf) in iCON office and select Data | Extract

Coordinates from AutoCAD® drawing. You will then convert AutoCAD
files to geo format.

Settings in the dialog Settings in the dialog:
· Select [Extract objects by layers].
· In the list, select the layers you want to convert to ESRI Shape format.
· Select [Extract each layer to a separate file].
· Click [OK] to create geo-files.
· Save the geo-files with individual names.
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Transform the
coordinate files 
in geo-format 
from the local
projection to
World Mercator
projection

To display data in iCON telematics, which uses Google Maps, data needs to be
transformed into the coordinate system World Mercator. 

· Select Functions | Global transformation, local to local.

· Transform from:
You need to know the coordinate system of the original AutoCAD files. If you have
had the AutoCAD file delivered, you have to find out which localization file (lok) to
be selected. 

Click  and select an appropriate localization file.
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Select [Select a predefined coordinate system] if the coordinate system is
stored in the global folder.
Select [Select an existing localization] if you have saved the localization in an
iCON office project. 
If you need to create your own localization using any of the other options in the
dialog above, see chapter 'Global transformation, local to local' in the iCON office
manual.

· Transform to:

Click  and [Select a predefined coordinate system] to be able to select
World Mercator from the global folder. 
If the World Mercator projection is missing, you can download it from http://
track.icontelematics.com/resources/World%20Mercator.lok. Copy the text to a
text file and save the localization named "World Mercator.lok" in iCON office's
global folder.

· File(s) to transform

Click  to select file or files to be transformed. Click  to delete any file from
the list that should not be transformed.

· Suffix for transformed files
Enter an optional suffix, which will be added to the name of the transformed files.
Default is "_transformed".

Click [Transform] to perform the transformation, click [Done] to close the dialog.
The transformed coordinate files are now saved in the same folder as the original
files and named to the original name plus the suffix that appears in the box.
Example: VAG.geo -> VAG_transformed.geo

http://track.icontelematics.com/resources/World%20Mercator.lok
http://track.icontelematics.com/resources/World%20Mercator.lok
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Transform World
Mercator projected
coordinate files to 
ESRI Shape format 
(shp)

World Mercator projected coordinate files can now be transformed to ESRI
Shape format (shp).

· Select File | Import/Export | ESRI Shapefiles and click [OK] to open the
transfer dialog.

· Select all transformed coordinate files (geo) in the left part of the dialog
and click the button [Transfer>>].

· The transformed coordinate files are stored in the folder that appears to the
right of the dialog.

Transfer dialog.

Select files to the left and press [Transfer>>].

If you export a coordinate file containing single points, lines and polygons
to ESRI Shapefiles, three shp files will be created:

Filename incl. suffixes File format Contents

<iCON office Filename>_points shp, shx, dbf Points

<iCON office Filename>_lines shp, shx, dbf Lines

<iCON office Filename>_polygons shp, shx, dbf Polygons

Each exported file gets a suffix (_lines, _points or _polygons) which
shows the file's contents. For each shp file a dbf and a shx file will also be
created.
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Test ESRI Shape files in
a viewer

Before importing your files to iCON telematics, you can test and verify your
ESRI Shape files in a shapefile viewer. You can download a simple shapefile
viewer called Shapeviewer from http://www.qarah.com/shapeviewer/. 

Download the software and open your files.

Import ESRI Shape files
to iCON telematics

Now you have ESRI Shape files for all layers and can use them in iCON
telematics.

· Go to http://www.icontelematics.com and enter your login name and
password.

· Send transformed files in ESRI Shape format to iCON telematics, these
files should have the file extensions shp, shx and dbf.

http://www.qarah.com/shapeviewer/
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